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Abstract: Re-usability & Reliability are eminent factors in development of new software’s to control the increasing costs and development period. The suppliers need to customize software as per the customers, however managing the same using re-usable components is a difficult task and determining their reliability is a much tougher job. While using the re-usable code, the focus lies on the coding or low-level design such that it can be merged easily with the new code. Though, it may be one of the options to chalk out a customized solution but focus has to be put on functional requirement during the development period. These components with re-usable need are to be developed with utmost care due to high degree of cohesion and less degree of coupling to other modules with higher reliability factor. The novel framework discussed in this paper describes one such strategy wherein a module can be developed with less coupling to the modules of the software’s being developed and reliability as one of the prime focus. The framework possesses the ability to customize the development dependent upon the nature of the product under work. Hence, customizing the re-usable component makes it quick to develop with few modifications at the functional and parametric level. These Re-usable components also lead to short development time-periods along with man hours. Less modifications in modules will also lead to clear testing and hence, less no. of bugs leading to low maintenance costs of the product. The paper also focusses the areas which can use this strategy for development in future scope section as summary.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the growing focus on cost effective software development, the industry has shifted towards process of software reuse, which directly relates to development of those components which could be easily migrated to newer software’s [1]. These modules of re-use need to be developed with consideration at all the levels of development i.e. unit, module and even the application level [2] such that they can be relied upon for delivery of service with required functionality. The architecture must have a focus to produce a module which is open to be implemented in multiple software’s having similar functionality. Hence, the module must be developed keeping into mind the re-use of functionality [3], Design pattern [4] [5], Architecture [6] and its Economic viability [7] [8].

In order to develop a software module effectively, there should also be concern towards non-technical aspects of the software development and it’s re-use such as organizational structure, code reuse, measurement of product lines and also the economic prospects based upon reliability factor [9]. This development means that the module should be free from coupling through parameter passing. Before merging of any module, a feasibility study must be conducted so as to map the variables between the re-usable module and the new software which are to be merged. Any module which could be working fine in System X will not mean that it will work in a similar fashion in System Y [10]. An ideal definition of reliability in such module can be defined as error free working of that module when integrated with a new or existing system for added functionality.

The novel Framework as discussed in series of work [2] [11] [12] [13] focusses on one such methodology, wherein the development is cycle oriented and independent of the previous iterations. This complete process of development is discussed in further sections followed by the comparative results so as to establish the benefits of the framework.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Software re-usability and reliability being the need of hour has strong focus of research fraternity. There has been
numerous finding and discussions on methods and technique’s to enhance the re-usability of a component which further results in increased reliability. Initial software development methods delivered the concept of re-use only but were largely dependent upon the coding ability and its change process for the same. [13] These methods were later taken over by OOAD (Object Oriented Analysis & Development) & Value Based Software Engineering [14], putting focus on building product around needs which are present and may occur in future hence adding reliability as a need to consider. The method was taken a step further in form of Architecture Oriented Development [15], which had drawbacks in form of chaotic process management affecting the reliability of the output module. All the development models had software re-usability as a focused outcome but none came near the approach set by Component Based Software Engineering process [16]. The Component model made a leap by developing independent modules which were at the end joined together to give an end product. These modules connected to each other to form a large software catering to demands of users of different domains by change in parameters. However, the Component Based software development failed to answer longer development period, reliability and platform dependency and got limited to products of small scale use like web services.

With the growing need of industry, almost 60 models were put in all together between the year 1990-2018 [17] and all the models failed to answer how the independent modules will be built with multiple constraints under effect of human intervention being the prominent cause of the chaotic nature [2] [11]. The framework suggested by Saini et al [2] [11] tried to answer how intervention can be controlled using the fuzzy methodology and with resource allocation and selection of development team as the heart of process.

The Novel Framework Algorithm [11] has deep focus on answering the key factors of how modules must interact taking into consideration the key factors i.e. dependency (functional & Non-Functional), Output, Non-technical Pre-requisites and also the nature of module to be developed.

The key Focus of the Model lies in division of modules into three major groups [11]:

- **SOFT**: Requirement with less focus and parametric functional need which require a little or No coding change over pre-developed modules.
- **MEDIUM**: These requirement are easily to answer as they may be developed as an enhancement to a previous available repository component with little change. They are the re-usable components which require parametric change.
- **HARD**: These components are newly to be built components and require real focus of the developer as they hold up work if not prepared timely. These have direct effect on the cost of project as they require extensive timelines.

The model has also focus on extensive use of collective prioritization technique which takes into account feedback by each team member on the sequencing of requirements for development. This sequence allows the development of system in a phased manner where each iteration of the development produces an independent module which could be re-used if and when required in the future. Each module developed i.e. iteration output also carries a tag group Soft/Medium/Hard in terms of their coupling requirements and functional dependencies on external parameters. These parameters depict how much reliable a module will be if introduced in a system other than it is developed for. The reliability of each module is tested extensively and same will be elaborated upon in the design section.

The model referenced under novel framework algorithm is focused on answering major three questions of software development and component re-use.

- Prioritizing the requirements, on a collective weighing methodology of fuzzy so as to have a specific timeline, resources and costing for a given module.
- A proper workflow so as to have a pre-recognized matched resources to each module for their independent development and producing an early working model. Developing the system with efficient switching of resources will in turn lower down the cost.
- Efficient and rigorous testing framework which will ensure lowering down the risk of “failures” in the final product.

### 3. DESIGN AND OUTPUT

The focus of each model is to develop a product free of defects and same lies at the heart of Novel framework development model. The study of multiple development model [18] [19] [20] shows that numerous factors affect the stability of a system and the component re-use can be clearly achieved if the issues marked in Figure 1 are handled properly at relevant stage of system development.

These issues if not answered properly with right strategy may in-turn even lead to product failure. Hence, Novel framework proposes a development cycle to answer these issues at their point of generation itself. The Novel Framework follows an evolved version of Iterative Development Life Cycle which is more of Function and Need oriented. The requirement prioritization process in Novel Framework algorithm is rigorous in scheduling the requirements and follows keen detailing through means of Dynamic graphs for the dependency marking with use of fuzzy logic for the weighing mechanism as discussed in saini et al [12].
This complete cycle of development is depicted using Figure 2 which marks an Iterative cycle with multiple outputs as functional modules developed out of prioritized requirements. These cycles of development may be run in a serialized manner or parallel depending upon the Dependency graph. However, utmost care is given to the output of each iteration such that maximum modules developed should fall under Soft or Medium Category. More the no. of HARD modules less re-usable it is for future re-use.

This Iterative model of Novel Framework establishes a process which makes this process more reliable in terms of development module’s which are independent and free of external inputs making manipulations in its internal functionality. These modules also represent Evolutionary mechanism as one module is added to an older working module and hence providing an early working system which can deliver some or part functionality at the initial cycle of software development. This cycle is efficient in a way that it runs multiple processing at same timeline. For example if one module is being developed at a moment, the previous one might be getting tested at developer end, another one may be deployed at user end for acceptance and a new one being studied for its requirements need. This complete process leads to efficient resource planning as each team will have a process to cater at a given timeline. Hence, lowering the system cost.

The above mentioned process of validating the model can be understood using the Figure 3 which shows how the process will deliver the tested product for re-usability at every iteration.

Figure 2. Evolutionary Model of Development removing Faults at each Iteration.

Figure 3. Process of Testing and validating each component for the System

Figure 3 also details how the components are integrated once they are developed. The integration must follow the relevant design documents of each level. The confirmation to the specifications mentioned under each document type will lead to less chances of faults and failures, which in turn will lead to an economically viable system due to less maintenance and for future integration to any other system on requirement basis.

As Reliability and Re-usability are among the key factors of functionality in Novel Framework, their measurement directly marks the functionality of a provided system. Reliability & Re-Usability [21] being a major concern has been quoted in multiple text [20].
The basic formula for the calculation of Reliability “(1)” and Re-usability “(2)” are:

\[ MTBF = MTTR + MTTF \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ MTBF = \text{Mean Time Between failure} \]

\[ MTTR = \text{Mean Time To Repair} \]

\[ MTTF = \text{Mean Time To failure} \]

\[ \text{Reusability Factor} \ (Rf) = \frac{\text{Lines Of Code Used Without Modification \ (LoC)}}{\text{Lines Of Code present in system \ (LoC)}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

As, the study of Novel framework has focus on removing faults on the parallel cycle. There is a bound timing constraint for removal of each fault for a given module. The removal of concerned fault must finish before the finish of next cycle as the new output module needs to be integrated over the previous module. Hence, the testing strategy implemented in the Novel Framework Algorithm is a cyclic version as depicted in Figure 4 for Integration and Acceptance testing. This only leads to focus of team over one kind of testing at the last iteration output.

![Figure 4. Testing Strategy Deployed In Novel Framework Algorithm](image)

Since, the faults are removed at every single iteration, they are reduced to N times, where N represents the no. of iterations made. Now, (1) changes to:

\[ MTBF(new) = \frac{MTTR + MTTF}{N} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

On careful examination of (3), we can assume that the faults in the complete development cycle are evenly distributed over the N no. of iterations and when the last Iteration is delivered, the no. of Faults left to manage are only from two sources:

1. The current Iteration.

2. Merging of Output of Current iteration to the previous existing product.

This relates to a very evenly distributed fault management graph as shown in Figure 5. The solid line depicts the no. faults which occurred in the previous cycle of the Novel framework Development and dotted line depicts the no. of faults solved in the Current cycle. It shows that the same no of faults (previous iteration) are solved before the faults of current iteration comes into picture.

![Figure 5. No. Of Faults Managed During Development Cycle](image)

The Novel Framework algorithm has focus on four key factors while the determination of re-usability factor.

1. **Language of System**: It is the key factor which justifies whether the movement of code between two systems can be made or not?

2. **Architecture of System**: This relates to specialized software’s intended to deliver some Domain related functionality and hence their architecture for flow of data must resemble.

3. **Algebra**: This factor considers the constraints and limitations of the component movement. Each Component must adhere to algebra for flow of data amongst itself and new system.

4. **Abstraction & Refinement**: This factor will be determined if only the first three are satisfied. This factor relates to decisions available and decisions made over a component to make it compliable in the new system.

These four key factors have a different graphs conduct during the development period as shown in Figure 6 & 7.
The Figure 6 depicts that as the number of re-usable components increase in the system to be developed, the refinement level increases with the same rate in the general system. However, the Figure 7 states that if the abstraction level is high amongst the modules to be re-used, less is the refinement level required by them. These two are well taken care in the Novel Framework development cycle which is also evident from the fact that each module in the iterations are developed independently and only the parameters are passed for the combined system output. This can only be achieved once the system is developed with global functions which are independent of internal module coupling.

The Reusability Factor $R_f$ will increase with the high the level of abstraction taken into consideration in Novel framework Algorithm. The Refinement is reduced with global functions taking less parameters from class and only passing the necessary parameters to the other module for the functionality purpose. This passing will also in-turn reduce the complexity of the code and make it more efficient in terms of processing and throughput.

4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

The novel framework Algorithm is a multi-tasking evolutionary model which has multiple constraint satisfying ability and for this it relies heavily upon its ability to develop a Quality Module which is reliable and re-usable. This is evident from the fact that every iteration of Novel framework Algorithm delivers an early working module which is tested rigorously and is independent of intake from its predecessors.

The Novel Framework has major features in the development cycle which conform its process flow and adhere to its quality standard:

1. Software modules are developed independently, it’s possible that two modules may be worked upon in parallel keeping focus on software re-use. These modules may or may not have similar timelines, however the module with shorter timeline is delivered followed the ones with next higher timeline and so on.

2. The Novel Framework employs a rigorous mechanism of requirement prioritization and resource allocation to them. Hence, the faults which occur are only of code. These coding faults are generic and are easily traceable.

3. As the faults are detected once the module is on working mode, the Novel Framework assures the removal of these faults before the next iteration is integrated to the current one.

4. As all the iterations are developed independently with only variable and their types as common point of flow between two different modules, the coupling is very low.

5. The testing strategy as shown in figure 3 ensures a multi-level strategy for removal of the defaults, this ensures that quality is not compromised and a reliable product is delivered at the user site.

The following Table 1 is comparative analysis of multiple models of software development with key attributes which directly affect the re-use and fault removal. Each entry is descriptive of the approach taken by the development model regarding the fault management.
Novel Framework Algorithm clearly steers past the other three popular models by two major factors:

1. Every Iteration is delivered only when the previous faults are answered. Hence keeping each timeline and module of development independent. This enhances the re-usability. The component Based Development model does not take care of this and hence the deliverables are more prone to delay.

2. As it is Iterative in nature, the requirements are justified and could be run parallel to maximize the use of each functional team. This will lead to early deliverables which can be tested and deployed at user site for limited functionality. The other functionalities are later added as enhancements.

Now, assuming that each fault occurrence refers to change in 2 LOC per fault, then the Table 2 comes into role.

Using the values in Table 2 and the Re-use Factor Table 3 is generated and it confirms the Novel Framework delivers an early to use re-usable component which can be deployed easily without and dependency other than Hardware oriented.

Table 3 indicates that each model delivers a re-usable component at some stage of development cycle if it’s presumed that the platform remains same for the system development with evidently no coupling between the modules which is dependent directly on the process flow. These models deliver a MEDIUM OR HARD re-usable software module; but, Novel Framework due to its process flow and strong resource prioritization technique delivers an early working independent re-usable module which has SOFT module development feature as its goal.
5. Conclusion

The results drawn through comparison amongst multiple software modules depict that Novel Framework has one strong feature of dividing the requirements and development of each requirement as an independent functional SOFT module. This independent module passes through a rigorous testing framework to ensure the quality of the system and enhanced reliability in terms of code stability and value passing.

The Novel framework algorithm is a complex software development module with evolutionary iterative strategy to isolate the faults from module affecting the successor. This strategy is also clear in answering the issues which might occur at different stages of development cycle due to Language, Algebra, Architecture and the Refinement of modules at each level.

Removal of these all hindrances result in a goal oriented module which is effective and developed in a shorter time frame with highest quality and low cost.

6. Future Scope

The Novel Framework algorithm is a generalized approach and it could be refined for use in multiple environments. However, few modifications can be done to suit the platform of each product being developed such that crisper handling or process flow can be derived. Each step can itself be modified as per the need of the user and being an easily understandable process, it can take AI tools as decision enhancing means and can give relevant results which could be deployed in Business Intelligence.
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